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Sorry, there are no presentations for the selected vehicle.. There have been 6,986 real car prices submitted to this database. These are the actual prices paid by real car buyers. We average prices to give you an idea of what others are paying for their new cars. Click on the vehicle of your choice to see
detailed pricing information, including consumer feedback, dealer ratings, and ratings. Send the price of the car to see how it ranks against others. See lower prices in your Area Sorry, no shipments for the selected vehicle.. There have been 6,986 real car prices submitted to this database. These are the
actual prices paid by real car buyers. We average prices to give you an idea of what others are paying for their new cars. Click on the vehicle of your choice to see detailed pricing information, including consumer feedback, dealer ratings, and ratings. Send the price of the car to see how it ranks against
others. See Lowest Prices In Your Area $64,800 Starting Price (MSRP) Twincharged Inline-4 Hybrid Transmission 8-Speed Automatic Drivetrain All-Wheel Drive 5-Seater Fuel Economy City: TBC Hwy: TBC 2.0-liter Twincharged Inline-4 Hybrid 12 Years/Unlimited Hybrid Miles/Electric Components 4
Years/ Unlimited Miles Engine 2.0-Liter Turbo Inline-4 Trans Gas Transmission Transmission Drivetrain Drivetrain Fuel Economy Fuel Tank Capacity Seats Capacity Capacity Capacity 2.0-litre Capacity Turbo Inline-4 Gas Horsepower Torque Transmission Steering Wheel Type Volt Diameter Wheels
Type Front Wheel Size Front Wheel Front Suspension Front Tire Rear Tire Emissions CO2 @ 15K mi/year Fuel Cruise Tank Capability Cruise Range Cruise Range Highway Max Wide Front Wheel base Earth Front seat Seat Front seat Front seat Front seat Front seat Rear seat Back seat Back seat
Shoulder Back seat Hip Room Sidewalk Trunk Capacity Load volume with rear seat Up Charcoal, WeaveTech w/Black Ash Deco Seats Surfaces Slate, WeaveTech w/ Black Ash Deco Seats Blonde Surfaces, Leatherette Seat Surfaces w/Ros Interior Ros/Charcoal, City Knit Charcoal Textile Upholstery,
Leather Jacket Seats Barley Surfaces, Ventilated Nappa Leather Seats Surfaces RADIO HD Bluetooth Connection Premium Satellite Sound System Radio Smart Device Integration WiFi Hotspot Audio Input MP3 Player Bucket Fabric Seats Leather Seats Leather Steering Wheel Vinyl Woodgrain Interior
Trim Sun / Moonroof Head-Up Display Navigation System Flying Audio Controls Power Liftgate Power Mirror(s) Adaptive Cruise Control Cruise Control Hands Free Liftgate Front Seat Heated Front Seat(s) Heated Rear Seat (s) Heated Steering Wheel Keyless Entry Multi-Zone A/C Power Driver Seat
Remote Seat Home Home Trunk Release Seat Memory Universal Garage Door Opener Keyless Start Telematics Back-Up Camera Parking Help Blind Spot Monitor Lane Exit Warning Lane Keeping Assist Tire Pressure Monitor Assist Stability Traction Control Front Barrier Driver Air Bag Air Bag Front
Air Bag Front Air Bag Air Bag Air Bag Knee Air Bag Air Bag Passengers Rear Head Air Bag Basic Corrosion 12 years / Unlimited miles 12 years / Unlimited Miles Drivetrain Hybrid / Electric components roadside assistance 4 Years / Unlimited miles 4 Years / Unlimited maintenance miles Our car experts
choose all the products we count. We can make money with the links on this page. The C30 could be the best-seen vehicle to emerge from Gothenburg since then, well, ever. With a custom build program that allows buyers to adapt schemes and color options, as well as style cues such as large glass
hatch and muscular shoulders, the smaller Volvo should appeal to urban and suburban hipsters alike. Its online turbo-five makes it quite fast, but its manual scroller feels soft, and the car itself is a bit sleepy. A little softer than the competition, the C30 is more about style than sport. Announcement –
Continue Reading Below If you're looking for proof that station wagons aren't dead, just take a look at the beautiful, long-roofed 2019 Volvo V60: Practicality has never been sexier. In true Volvo mode, it offers a standard wagon model and a high variant of Cross Country, but the Cross Country won't be
available until the 2020 model year. Engines, ride and handling two engines are offered on the V60 line 2019: Cars carrying the T5 badge are powered by a turbocharged 250 hp four-cylinder and come with front traction, while cars with the T6 badge come with a 316 hp turbocharged and overloaded four-
cylinder and traction on all wheels. We tested the T5 power line and found it offers strong performance with a time of zero to 60 mph in 6.4 seconds. The T6 power line will provide enough extra grunt to shave some time out of this result. The V60 feels agile and responsive through the corners, as long as
it doesn't push it too hard; The T5 ride is firm but more flexible than that of the T6 models, which come with an adaptive suspension and 19-inch wheels that give rise to a stiffer ride. Interior and Volvo Technology has been making some great interiors lately and the V60 benefits from a design similar to the
one found in the S60 sedan and the SUV XC60. The cabin is spacious, the seats are comfortable, and the design is undeniably luxurious. However, its minimalist approach puts most controls inside the screen mixed results. We have experienced significant and significantly annoying delay times with
Volvo's Sensus infotainment system, especially in the first few minutes of starting the car. This makes it difficult to adjust climate control, establish a destination in navigation, navigation, change the radio until the system is finished booting. Once you do, the simple and intuitive nature of the software
interface makes it easy to make changes to climate control or media while driving. Volvo's safety-focused ethos means driver assistance features such as lane maintenance assistance, automatic emergency braking and other collision avoidance technologies are standard in the V60. The 2020 V60 will
add a higher-performance Polestar hybrid model courtesy of Volvo's performance arm. In addition to the increased power and specific tuning of the chassis, it will have exclusive outer chunks. Enter your zip code below and click Compare to see the cheapest rates in your area. The 2020 V60 Polestar is
Volvo's hybrid version of its popular V60 model. Unlike previous models of the V60, the Polestar automatically includes volvo's pilot assistance feature, which was previously optional. The Volvo V60 Polestar is a hybrid station wagon that is moderately expensive to secure. Average insurance costs for a
Polestar V60 hybrid are expected to be around $250 a month, or $3,000 a year. With a base price of $67,300, the annual cost-based car price ratio for insurance is slightly higher than 4%, which is just the national average.Comparing car insurance for your Volvo Polestar Insurance for hybrids is slightly
higher than that of gas-powered vehicles, so you can expect insurance for the V60 Polestar to be higher than the gas-powered V60. The V60 Polestar is a station wagon, which are one of the least expensive types of vehicles to secure, along with vans. Its hybrid engine slightly increases the cost, but it's
still less expensive to secure than a typical sedan or SUV. Fuel. The Polestar is a plug-in hybrid that gives you the option to charge the electric battery through a cable socket or by charging while driving on gas. The all-electric range is about 22 miles with a gas mpg of about 30. This fuel efficiency will
reduce your fuel costs - although any problem with electrical components could be expensive to fix, making it more expensive to insure. Theft rates. Volvos theft rates are generally below average and should be even lower in the V60 Polestar. Most offenders do not go to station wagons, and the electric
nature of the car must keep it locked in garages. Maintenance. Average annual maintenance costs on the gas-powered Volvo V60 exceed $1,000, according to repair pal's website from 2019. The costs of maintaining a hybrid are generally close to the same as standard gas vehicles, so this high average
price to keep the Polestar will play a role in its tariffs. Coverage. With a base price of more than $67,000, it makes sense to completely secure this vehicle with comprehensive collision coverage. You may also want to increase the material damage of the uninsured motorist because of its high price tag.
Guarantee. Volvo offers three different guarantees: basic, power and extended. All warranties come with unlimited roadside assistance that remains in place even after your warranty expires, meaning you will never have to add this to your insurance policy as long as you drive a Volvo.Manufacturer offer.
Volvo regularly has several discounts and offers for its new vehicles, such as a cash deductible or special offers on leases. Be sure to check with your local dealership to find the best deal. Is the Volvo V60 Polestar entitled to discounts? The V60 Polestar must qualify for at least some of the following
vehicle discounts, depending on the exact model you buy and your insurance company. Electric vehicle discountThe antilockCompti brake discount with active restriction discountPassive retention accountAccount of the Antitheft System Airbag DiscountBelbelt claimsHow reliable is the Volvo V60
Polestar? The V60 Polestar is simply a hybrid version of the V60, so you can expect similar ratings like the standard V60 model. Security. The Insurance Institute for Road Safety (IIHS) qualified the Volvo V60 2017 with its Top Safety Pick+ award, while the 2018 model was awarded the Top Safety Pick
rating. None of the two model years has been qualified by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, but the IIHS's high marks will help the Polestar 2020 V60 to have lower insurance rates because of its safety. Reliability. Us News &amp;& World Report rate V60-powered gas a 7.6 overall with a
TBD rating on reliability. Consumer Reports gives you a 4 out of 5 expected reliability rating, but J.D. Power has not yet scored the V60. You can reasonably expect the reliability of the V60 Polestar to be the same or better than other station wagons on the market. Remember. Volvo has recalled some of
its models before, including the 2017 V60, so this is a mild risk. However, calls are usually fixed for free without affecting your insurance rates. In a few minutes The Volvo V60 Polestar 2020 is a hybrid plug-in wagon. Strong safety features and V60 series ratings should help keep your insurance rates
reasonably affordable. Finding an insurance company that offers discounts on electric vehicles could be a way to save on insurance. Be sure to check and compare different insurance companies and options to maximize your insurance discounts on your Volvo V60 Polestar. Frequently asked questions
about the Volvo Polestar The Polestar is a plugin hybrid, which that combines an electric motor with a gas engine. Electric vehicles are a little more expensive to insure due to more expensive repairs and fewer numbers. Polestar's electric motor is both a plugin and a true hybrid. You can charge the
battery by connecting it to an exit, as well as driving with gas. Not yet. Many new cars are coming out with more advanced safety features and driver assistance, however are much more expensive to repair. And higher repair costs make insurance higher. In addition, there has not yet been a significant
reduction in accidents affecting insurance rates. How useful was this content? You?
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